
 
 
 
 

Public Notice - Recruitment Fraud 
 

It has come to our notice that in the recent past, some individuals/ recruitment              
agencies (“Unscrupulous Elements”) have misled the public by fictitiously          
claiming to be from Fortis Hospitals India Limited (“FHIL”) or posing as            
authorized recruitment agencies of FHIL. 
 
It has also come to our attention that these Unscrupulous Elements sent fake             
e-mails to the potential job seekers luring them with job offers with FHIL and              
appointment letters using fake offer letters, FHIL name, FHIL logo, FHIL           
official website link and address in fake stationary. Further, the Unscrupulous           
Elements also seek monetary consideration from such job-seekers in lieu of           
offer letter and confirmation of selection.  
 
The public at large is herby notified that FHIL follows a formal recruitment             
process through its own HR department and does not outsource the           
preliminary or final selection of prospective employees to any individuals or           
agencies. Further, FHIL does not send any e-mail correspondences relating to           
employment from free web based email accounts such as Gmail, AOL, Ymail,            
Hotmail, Rediffmail and so on. Most importantly, FHIL also does not demand            
and accept any monetary consideration from any individual against its offer           
letter or appointment or as part of the recruitment process. 
 
Please be advised that any potential job-seeker willingly corresponding with          
such individuals and recruitment agencies in any manner whether by e-mails           
or otherwise will be doing so at their own risks and consequences. The public              
at large is hereby notified to verify the credentials of such solicitations before             
accepting any offer or making any payments. FHIL strongly recommends that           
the potential job-seekers should not respond to such solicitations. 
 
Kindly note that FHIL will not accept any liability for any loss or damage that               
may be suffered or incurred directly or indirectly through correspondence          
with fraudulent individuals or recruitment agencies and that such         
communication should not be treated as an offer or representation from FHIL.  
Should you come across any such fraudulent incident or have any information            
regarding solicitation for recruitment or employment with FHIL, please assist          
us in taking appropriate action to curb such mala fide activities or at once              
report the same to your nearest police station. You may reach us at             
satish.patil@fortishealthcare.com or 022 4925 4262 
 


